Tsawalk
Partnership Update
Most recently, Tsawalk staff posted an online questionnaire on
The Tsawalk Partnership is in full
swing after a busy season of events, Facebook and the Tsawalk website requesting opinions on coastal
public education, and contests. planning and management. In exchange for spending time filling
A coastal planning initiative out the survey, participants became eligible for an impressive
spearheaded by West Coast roster of prizes, including cash.
Besides the public events, Tsawalk staff have been busy behindAquatic (WCA), the partnership
officially launched its activities the-scenes visiting communities and gathering information that
on International Oceans Day reflects community values and visions. To continue the partnership
back in June. Since that time, it spirit and get a sense of how coastal residents want to move their
visions forward, Tsawalk hosted an education forum in Tofino in
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“The Tsawalk Partnership is about the power of one, Poirier adds.
Because the Tsawalk Partnership relies heavily on user
because we know how much energy flows when people
and communities speak with one voice, develop a plan, or engagement and community support, local organizations like Uudo one good thing. It builds on both our individual and a-thluk, First Nations, the Clayoquot Biosphere Trust, and Ecotrust
have helped the partnership forge its current path. Other groups
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Tapping into the tremendous energy and good such as local businesses and educational institutions have also
work being done on the west coast, the Tsawalk helped move the Partnership towards its goals.
“All contributions make a difference
Partnership is also creating an impressive list of
accomplishments of its own. Following the Oceans to the project’s success,” says
Day barbeque at Victoria Quay in Port Alberni, Poirier. “All of the feedback
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Nations to help organize harbour clean-ups in knowledge and resources
will ensure the resilience of
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Tsawalk staff also hosted information the Tsawalk Partnership,
booths at Ukee Days, the Port Alberni Salmon as well as the resilience of
Festival, and the Alberni Valley Fall Fair, in our coastal communities
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info@uuathluk.ca

West Coast Aquatic staff (left to right) Kelly Poirier,
Jocelyn Dick, Warren Robinson and Jake Martens, along
with Kahlilah Rampanen at the Ocean’s Day BBQ.

